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family, and of his creature man in particular, consulting not

only his sustentation and the gratification of his palate by

multiplying and varying his food, but also that of his other

senses, by the beauty, motions, and. music of the animals

that are his summer or winter visitors: did. the nightingale

forsake our groves, the swallow our houses and gardens, the

cod-fish, mackarel, salmon, and. herring our seas, and all the

other animals that occasionally visit us their several haunts,

how vast would be the abstraction from the pleasure and

comfort of our lives.

By means of these migrations, the profits and enjoyments
derivable from the animal creation are also more equally
divided, at one season visiting the south and enlivening
their winter, and at another adding to the vernal and

summer delights of the inhabitant of the less genial regions
of the north, and making up to him for the privations
of winter. Had the Creator so willed, all these animals

might have been organized. so as not to require a warmer

or a colder climate for the breeding or rearing of their

young: but his will was, that some of his best gifts should

thus oscillate, as it were, between two points, that the

benefit they conferred. might be more widely distributed,

and not become the sole 'property of the inhabitants of

one climate: thus the swallow gladdens the sight both of
the Briton and the African; and. the herring visits the

coasts, and the salmon the rivers of every region of the

globe. What can more strongly mark design, and the

intention of an all-powerful, all-wise, and beneficent Being,
than that such a variety of animals should. be so organized
and circumstanced as to be directed annually, by some

pressing want, to seek distant climates, and, after a certain

period, to return again to their former quarters; and that

this instinct should be productive of so much good to man-
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